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Abstract: This paper proposes a hierarchical distributed model predictive control (MPC) method for the vehicle platoon control
in both longitudinal and lateral directions. In the upper layer, a novel path planning module and a trajectory-fusion module are
utilized to compute a smooth reference trajectory for each follower. In the lower layer, the longitudinal and lateral distributed
model predictive controllers are decoupled to control the velocity and steering respectively. To ensure safety and reduce the
computation burden, the constraints to avoid collision are reformulated by using the strong duality theory. A simulation is
conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithm to maintain the platoon formation and to ensure the
safety of the platoon.
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1 Introduction

The main objective of platoon control of each follower
vehicle is to follow the leader vehicle and meanwhile main-
tain a comfortable/acceptable inter-vehicle distance. Many
multi-vehicle platoon control mechanisms, including PID
control, sliding model control (SMC), and model predictive
control (MPC), have been proposed in the literature [1]. PID
can be easily used in engineering [2–4]. To improve the per-
formance of traditional PID control, a PID control method
is proposed by adding acceleration of predecessor vehicle as
feedforward information [3]. In [4], the velocity and position
errors from the leader vehicle and predecessor vehicle are
both introduced and utilized. However, these methods only
work on the linear vehicle model, and vehicles are always
nonlinear systems. SMC methods own strong robustness to
deal with the external disturbance and model uncertainties,
and thus have better performance on nonlinear vehicle model
[5, 6]. However, the robustness will be degraded if there ex-
ists communication delay as pointed out in [7]. To maintain
the satisfaction of safety constraints and physical constraints
in a platoon, MPC has been widely applied in platoon con-
trol for its ability to theoretically handle diverse constraints
[8–11].

In [8], the vehicle model is decoupled and a coupled cost
function is designed, which reduces the computation burden
compared with coupled vehicle models. In [10], a distributed
MPC method is proposed for vehicle platoon and the effec-
tiveness is demonstrated by a vehicular experiment. The
authors in [11] develop a distributed MPC method to con-
trol the platoon under different unidirectional communica-
tion topologies. However, most existing researches on pla-
toon control focus on the formation of vehicles in the longi-
tudinal direction, and ignore the influence of steering. The
lateral platoon control is significant in forcing the follower
vehicles driving along a certain vehicle lane, or reforming
the formation. There are mainly two sorts of methods for
the lateral platoon control, following the road or following
the vehicle. The former one is always more dependent on
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the road infrastructure. In the Program on Advanced Tech-
nology for the Highway (PATH) [12], the lateral control is
completed by installing magnetic markers along the road.
Recent studies [13, 14] are more expensive in finance due to
the huge and complex infrastructure demands. As a result,
the vehicle-following method is regarded as a more accept-
able way in economic consideration. A vehicle-following
framework including a path estimation method is proposed
in [15], which is able to control the follower vehicles to fol-
low the path of leader. In [16], a novel vehicle-following
method is raised to compute a feasible following path for
each follower vehicle by recording and resampling the path
of the predecessor vehicle. However, due to the complicity
of the vehicle model and the heavy computation burden, the
safety issue of the platoon is not taken into consideration.

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical distributed MPC
framework for platoon control. The control target of each
follower in the platoon is to follow the leader if no obsta-
cle is detected, and circumambulate the obstacles to avoid
collision if obstacles are detected. The upper layer of each
follower vehicle will receive the information from the pre-
decessor vehicle, detect the environment surrounding local
vehicle, and give a smooth feasible path by using a novel
path planning algorithm. Besides, a combined reference tra-
jectory can be computed based on the planned path and the
information from the predecessor vehicle in the upper layer.
Then, the local follower vehicle can be controlled to follow
the platoon and bypass obstacles under the proposed dis-
tributed MPC control algorithm in the lower layer controller.
To reduce the computation burden, the safety constraints cal-
culated in the lower layer controller is reformulated by uti-
lizing the strong duality theory.

Notation: Define 2-norm of vector x as ∥x∥ =
√
x⊤x

and ∥x∥Q as ∥x∥Q =
√

x⊤Qx . ∥x∥∗ denotes the dual
norm of x. Given setA and B,A\B denotes {j : j ∈ A, j /∈
B}. Denote Minkowski sum C of set A and set B as C =
A
⊕
B = {c : c = a+ b, a ∈ A, b ∈ B} .

2 Problem Formulation

Consider a vehicle platoon consisting of a leader vehi-
cle with subscript 0 and N follower vehicles indexed by



1, 2, . . . , N in order. Denote N+ = {1, 2, . . . , N}.

2.1 Longitudinal Model
This paper assumes that the influence of the aerodynamic

drag can be ignored and the driving and braking torques can
be integrated in a first-order differential system. Then the
longitudinal dynamics of each follower vehicle i, i ∈ N+

can be modelled as [11]

xi(t+ 1) = xi(t) + vi(t)∆t

vi(t+ 1) = vi(t) +
∆t

mi

(
ηT,i

Ri
Ti(t)−migµi

)
Ti(t+ 1) = Ti(t) +

∆t

τi
(uix(t)− Ti(t))

, (1)

where xi and vi denote the longitudinal position and velocity
of follower vehicle i respectively; ∆t is the discrete time
interval; mi represents the vehicle mass; ηT,i denotes the
transmission coefficient; Ri is the tire radius; g is the gravity
constant; µi is the coefficient of rolling resistance; τi is the
inertial lag of the longitudinal dynamics; Ti is the integrated
accelerating/barking torque and uix is the control input.

By denoting ξix(t) = [xi(t), vi(t), Ti(t)]
⊤ and ηix(t) =

[xi(t), vi(t)]
⊤ as the longitudinal state and output of vehicle

i, i ∈ N+, the longitudinal dynamics (1) can be rewritten as{
ξix(t+ 1) = fix(ξix(t), uix(t))

ηix(t) = γxξix(t)
, (2)

with γx =

[
1, 0, 0
0, 1, 0

]
.

To ensure the safety of the platoon and the physical lim-
itations satisfaction, each follower vehicle is subject to the
following constraints

uix(t) ∈ Uix, (3)
vi(t) ∈ Vi, (4)

xi−1(t)− xi(t) ≥ dsafe, (5)

where dsafe is the minimal safe distance between adjacent
vehicles, andUix,Vi are the longitudinal input and velocity
constraints respectively.

2.2 Lateral Model
By utilizing Ackerman Turning Geometry Model, the sus-

pension characters are ignored and the forces on the tires can
be integrated into the midline of the vehicle. The lateral dy-
namics of each vehicle i, i ∈ N+ is given by

miẍi = miẏiϕ̇i + Fi,xf + Fi,xr

miÿi = −miẋiϕ̇i + Fi,yf + Fi,yr

Iiϕ̈i = lifFi,yf − lirFi,yr

, (6)

where ẏi denotes the lateral velocity; ẋi = vi denotes the
longitudinal velocity; ϕ̇i is the yaw rate; Fi,xf , Fi,yf , Fi,xr

and Fi,yr are respectively the projections of front tire force
Fi,f and rear tire force Fi,r on x-axis and y-axis; lif and lir
are the front and rear wheel base respectively; and Ii is the
moment of inertia.

Assume that the sideslip angles αif and αir are small
enough such that the complex tire forces Fi,yf and Fi,yr can

be simplified as linear functions [17]

Fi,yf = −Cif (αif − δi),

Fi,yr = −Cirαir,
(7)

where the control input δi is the wheel steering angle, and
Cif and Cir are the tire sideslip rigidity coefficients. The
sideslip angle αif and αir can be calculated as

αif = arctan
ẏi + lif ϕ̇i

ẋi
≈ ẏi + lif ϕ̇i

ẋi
,

αir = arctan
ẏi − lirϕ̇i

ẋi
≈ ẏi − lirϕ̇i

ẋi
.

(8)

For vehicle i, the projections of the velocity Ẋi on X-axis
and Ẏi on Y -axis can be transformed from that in the vehicle
body frame

Ẋi = ẋi cosϕi − ẏi sinϕi,

Ẏi = ẋi sinϕi + ẏi cosϕi.
(9)

Combining (6)-(9) and assuming that the longitudinal ve-
locity can be regarded as a constant in (6) [18], the nonlinear
lateral dynamics of follower vehicle i can be rewritten as

ξ̇iy = Θ(ξiy, uiy), (10)

where ξiy = [ẋi, ẏi, ϕi, ϕ̇i, Ẋi, Ẏi]
⊤ and uiy = δi. The lat-

eral discrete-time dynamics of vehicle i can be expressed as

ξiy(t+ 1) = fiy(ξiy(t), uiy(t))

= ξiy(t) + ∆tΓi(ξiy(t)) + ∆tBiuiy(t),
(11)

where

Γi(ξiy(t))

=



0

−Cir+Cif

miẋi
ẏi(t)−

(
ẋi +

lifCif−lirCir

miẋi

)
ϕ̇i(t)

ϕ̇i(t)

− lifCif−lirCir

Iiẋi
ẏi(t)−

l2ifCif+l2irCir

Iiẋi
ϕ̇i(t)

ẋi(t) cosϕi(t)− ẏi(t) sinϕi(t)
ẋi(t) sinϕi(t) + ẏi(t) cosϕi(t)


,

and B = [0,
Cif

mi
, 0,

lifCif

Ii
, 0, 0]⊤. The lateral output is

ηiy(t) = γyξiy(t) = [ϕi(t), ϕ̇i(t), Yi(t)]
⊤, with γy = 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0

0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1

.

2.3 Platoon Control Objective
This paper is interested in longitudinal and lateral platoon

control subject to a dynamic leader driven by a human driver.
The longitudinal control objective is to track leader’s speed
v0(t) and maintain a constant distance d0 between the con-
secutive vehicles. The lateral control objective is to track
the lateral coordinate Y0(t) and the yaw angle ϕ0(t) of the
leader, and circumambulate the obstacles on the road while
keeping the minimal gaps from other vehicles and the ob-
stacles bigger than a safe constant. The longitudinal control
objective can be formulated as

lim
t→+∞

{
∥vi(t)− v0(t)∥ = 0

∥xi(t)− x0(t) + id0∥ = 0
. (12)



Assume that there are M obstacles on the road and de-
fine M = {1, 2, . . . ,M}. Xi, Om are the plane areas of
vehicle i and obstacle m. Given the leader’s lateral position
Y0 in global coordinate and yaw angle ϕ0, the lateral control
objective can be formulated as

lim
t→+∞

∥Yi(t)− Y0(t)∥ = 0

lim
t→+∞

∥ϕi(t)− ϕ0(t)∥ = 0

Om ∩Xi(t) = ∅,m ∈M
Xj(t) ∩Xi(t) = ∅, j ∈ (N+ ∪ {0})\{i}

. (13)

To easily describe the errors, define the longitudinal posi-
tion error and lateral position error as eix(t) = Xi(t)+id0−
X0(t) and eiy(t) = Yi(t)− Y0(t) respectively.

3 Hierarchical Distributed MPC Design

As shown in Fig. 1, we propose a hierarchical controller
of each follower vehicle. The upper layer of follower i, i ∈
N+ will receive information from the predecessor i− 1, and
detect the environment. When there are external obstacles,
the upper layer of vehicle i will plan a feasible path for it
to avoid the obstacles. Based on the information from the
predecessor i−1 and the planned path, a reference trajectory
can be computed. The lower layer controller of vehicle i will
control vehicle i to track the reference trajectory, keep the
platoon, and avoid collisions.

Fig. 1: Hierarchical control architecture

3.1 Longitudinal Control
Firstly, we define the same predictive horizon Np for all

vehicles and three types of state trajectories for follower i

ξpix(k|t), k = 0, 1, . . . , Np, Predicted state trajectory,
ξaix(k|t), k = 0, 1, . . . , Np, Assumed state trajectory,
ξ∗ix(k|t), k = 0, 1, . . . , Np, Optimal state trajectory,

The output and control input will be defined in the same way.

In this paper, the predecessor-following (PF) communica-
tion topology is adopted. Then the local longitudinal opti-
mization problem for follower i is formulated as

Problem 3.1. for i = 1, 2, . . . , N , j = i− 1:

min
up
ix(·|t)

Jix(η
p
ix(·|t), η

a
ix(·|t), ηajx(·|t), u

p
ix(·|t)), (14a)

s.t.∀k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Np − 1,

ξpix(k + 1|t) = fix(ξ
p
ix(k|t), u

p
ix(k|t)), (14b)

ηpix(k|t) = γxξ
p
ix(k|t), (14c)

ξpix(0|t) = ξix(t), (14d)
vpi (k|t) ∈ Vi, (14e)
up
ix(k|t) ∈ Uix, (14f)

xa
j (k|t)− xp

i (k|t) ≥ dsafe, (14g)

ηpi (Np|t) = ηaj (Np|t)− [d0, 0]
⊤, (14h)

T p
i (Np|t) =

Rimigµi

ηT,i
, (14i)

where (14h), (14i) are the terminal constraints that ensure
the string stability [11].

The cost function (14a) is defined as

Jix(η
p
ix(·|t), η

p
jx(·|t), η

a
jx(·|t), u

p
ix(·|t))

=

Np−1∑
k=0

(∥ηpix(k|t)− ηaix(k|t)∥Gix

+ ∥up
ix(k|t)−

Rimigµi

ηT,i
∥Hix

+ ∥ηpix(k|t)− ηajx(k|t)∥Wi),

(15)

where Gix ∈ R2, Wi ∈ R2 are both symmetric positive-
define matrices and Hix ∈ R is a positive coefficient.

By solving Problem 3.1, the optimal input trajectory
u∗
ix(·|t) and optimal output trajectory η∗ix(·|t) at time t can

be obtained.
Then the assumed input ua

ix(·|t + 1) of vehicle i for time
t+ 1 can be computed as

ua
ix(k|t+ 1) =

{
u∗
ix(k + 1|t), k = 0, 1, . . . , Np − 2

Rimigµi

ηT,i
, k = Np − 1

,

(16)

then the assumed state and output trajectories for time t+ 1
can be calculated as

ξaix(k + 1|t+ 1) = fix(ξ
a
ix(k|t+ 1), ua

ix(k|t+ 1)),

ηaix(k|t+ 1) = γxξ
a
ix(k|t+ 1).

(17)

3.2 Lateral Control with Collision Avoidance Con-
straints

Each follower i, i ∈ N+ requires to avoid the collision
with the predecessor vehicle i − 1 and the obstacles on the
road to ensure safety. We define the safe reference trajec-
tory for each follower i computed by the upper layer as
ηriy = [ϕr

i , ϕ̇
r
i , Y

r
i ]. The MPC optimization problem for lat-

eral control can be formulated as



Problem 3.2. for i = 1, 2, . . . , N , j = i− 1:

min
up
iy(·|t)

Jiy(η
p
iy(·|t), η

r
iy(·|t), u

p
iy(·|t)), (18a)

s.t.∀k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Np − 1,

ξpiy(k + 1|t) = fiy(ξ
p
iy(k|t), u

p
iy(k|t)), (18b)

ηpiy(k|t) = γyξ
p
iy(k|t), (18c)

ξpiy(0|t) = ξiy(t), (18d)

up
iy ∈ Uiy, (18e)

X
p
i (k|t) ∩X

a
j (k|t) = ∅ (18f)

X
p
i (k|t) ∩Om = ∅, ∀m ∈M. (18g)

whereUiy is the lateral input constraint.

The cost function (18a) is chosen as

Jiy(η
p
iy(·|t), η

r
iy(·|t), u

p
iy(·|t))

=

Np∑
k=0

∥ηpiy(k|t)−η
r
iy(k|t)∥Giy+

Np−1∑
k=0

∥up
iy(k|t)∥Hiy+ρϵ2,

(19)

where Giy ∈ R3 is symmetric positive-define matrix and
Hiy ∈ R, ρ ∈ R are positive coefficients; ϵ is a relaxation
factor to ensure the feasibility of Problem 3.2 [15].

The reference trajectory ηriy(·|t) in Problem 3.2 is com-
puted by the upper layer at time t, and it must avoid colli-
sions. However, the lower controller can not always follow
the reference trajectory without tracking errors. Hence con-
straints (18f) and (18g) are introduced to ensure safety. How-
ever, constraints like (18f) are nested with other optimization
problems which leads to heavy calculation burden of Prob-
lem 3.2. Next, the collision avoidance constraints (18f) and
(18g) will be reformulated.

Fig. 2: Convex over-approximation of vehicle i

As shown in Fig. 2, given liw as the width of vehicle i, the
convex over-approximation of vehicle i can be given as [19]

Di = {p ∈ R2 : Qip ≤ qi}, (20)

Qi =


cosϕi sinϕi

− cosϕi − sinϕi

− sinϕi cosϕi

sinϕi − cosϕi

 , (21)

qi =


X1

i cosϕi + Y 1
i sinϕi

−X2
i cosϕi − Y 2

i sinϕi

−X3
i sinϕi + Y 3

i cosϕi

X4
i sinϕi − Y 4

i cosϕi

 . (22)

Similarly, the obstacles can be approximated as

Om = {p ∈ R2 : Amp ≤ bm}. (23)

Collision avoidance constraints (18f)-(18g) can be rewrit-
ten as

dist(Xi(k|t),Om) ≥ dmin, m ∈M, (24)
dist(Xi(k|t),Xj(k|t)) ≥ dmin, j = i− 1, (25)

where dist(Xi(k|t),Om) = min
r
{∥r∥ : (Xi(k|t)

⊕
r) ∩

Om ̸= ∅} and dist(Xi(k|t),Xj(k|t)) = min
r
{∥r∥ :

(Xi(k|t)
⊕

r) ∩ Xj(k|t) ̸= ∅}. Considering the lateral
position, dmin denotes the minimal safe distance which is
different from dsafe. The reformulation of collision avoid-
ance constraints can be given as follows.

Proposition 1. [19, 20] The constraint (24) holds, if ∀m ∈
M there exist λi,m(k|t), νi,m(k|t) satisfying

−q⊤i (k|t)νi,m(k|t)− b⊤i λi,m(k|t) ≥ dmin,

Q⊤
i (k|t)νi,m(k|t) +A⊤

mλi,m(k|t) = 0,

λi,m(k|t) ⪰ 0, νi,m(k|t) ⪰ 0,

∥A⊤
mλi,m(k|t)∥∗ ≤ 1.

(26)

The constraint (25) can be addressed similarly and Prob-
lem 3.2 is transformed into Problem 3.3.

Problem 3.3. for i = 1, 2, . . . , N , j = i− 1:

min
up
iy(·|t),νi,m(·|t),λi,m(·|t),νi,j(·|t),λi,j(·|t)

Jiy, (27a)

s.t.∀k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Np − 1,

ξpiy(k + 1|t) = fiy(ξ
p
iy(k|t), u

p
iy(k|t)), (27b)

ηpiy(k|t) = γyξ
p
iy(k|t), (27c)

ξpiy(0|t) = ξiy(t), (27d)

up
iy ∈ Uiy, (27e)

− q⊤i (k|t)νi,m(k|t)− b⊤i λi,m(k|t) ≥ dmin, (27f)

− q⊤i (k|t)νi,j(k|t)− q⊤j (k|t)λi,j(k|t) ≥ dmin, (27g)

Q⊤
i (k|t)νi,m(k|t) +A⊤

mλi,m(k|t) = 0, (27h)

Q⊤
i (k|t)νi,j(k|t) +Q⊤

j (k|t)λi,j(k|t) = 0, (27i)

∥A⊤
mλi,m(k|t)∥∗ ≤ 1, (27j)

∥Q⊤
j (k|t)λi,j(k|t)∥∗ ≤ 1, (27k)

λi,m(·|t) ⪰ 0, νi,m(·|t) ⪰ 0 (27l)
λi,j(·|t) ⪰ 0, νi,j(·|t) ⪰ 0 (27m)

where Qj(·|t) and qj(·|t) are the assumed area occupied
by vehicle j computed using the assumed state trajectory
ξaiy(·|t) of vehicle j.

3.3 Design of Upper Layer
In this subsection, a new constructive vector field method

is adopted for path planning. Unlike the conditional artifi-
cial potential field method, the sharp steering that may make
Problem 3.3 infeasible can be avoided [21].

Consider the position pi ∈ R2 in global coordinate of
vehicle i and a time-varying curve C(t) ∈ R2. The goal is



to find the vector field that guides the position pi converging
to the objective curve C(t). Firstly, find the closest point p∗

from the vehicle position pi in the curve C(t) at time t. Then
calculate the Euclidean vector D(pi, t) and its norm

D(pi, t) = pi − p∗,

D(pi, t) = ∥D(pi, t)∥.
(28)

After that, define the unit tangent vector of the curve at point
p∗ as T(p∗, t). It should be noted that D⊤(pi, t)T(p∗, t) =
0. The gains G(pi, t) and H(pi, t) of vectors D(pi, t) and
T(p∗, t) can be calculated respectively as

G(pi, t) =
2

π
arctan kGD(pi, t),

H(pi, t) =
√
1− (G(pi, t))2,

(29)

where kG is a positive constant. Next, the static and dynamic
components in the attractive vector field of curve C(t) can be
represented as

ΦS(pi, t) = −G(pi, t)
D(pi, t)

D(pi, t)
+H(pi, t)T(p∗, t),

ΦT (pi, t) = −ΠT
∂D(pi, t)

∂t
,

(30)

where ΠT is the null space projection matrix of T∗(p, t).
Defining the constant stepper velocity vr and ignoring (pi, t)
in description, then the gain κ can be calculate as

κ = −ΦSΦT +
√

(ΦSΦT )2 + v2r − ∥ΦT ∥2, (31)

where ∥Φ∥ = vr can be achieved by the computation of κ.
Finally, the attractive vector Φ(pi, t) can be obtained as

Φ(pi, t) = κ(pi, t)ΦS(pi, t) +ΦT (pi, t). (32)

Supposed that an obstacleO1 is detected, find the closest
point p∗o in O1 from the vehicle position pi. The Euclidean
vector can be calculated as

Do(pi, t) = pi − p∗o,

Do(pi, t) = ∥Do(pi, t)∥.
(33)

To satisfy the collision avoidance constraints (27f)-(27m),
a constant distance lio > 0 is defined such that

lio ≥ dmin +max

{√
l2if + l2iw,

√
l2ir + l2iw

}
. (34)

The new Euclidean vector can be calculated as

Dlio(pi, t) = Do(pi, t)− lio
Do(pi, t)

Do(pi, t)
,

Dlio(pi, t) = ∥Dlio(pi, t)∥,
(35)

Then the circumambulating path can be obtained:

Co = {p ∈ R2 : D(p, t) = lio}. (36)

Next, by applying (28)-(32) to Co, the attractive vector
Ψ(pi, t) relative to obstacleO1 can be obtained. Define two

distance parameters Din and D0
in (D0

in > Din > lio), and
the weight parameter can be obtained as

θ(pi, t) ≡ θ =
Do(pi, t)−Din

D0
in −Din

. (37)

Utilizing the attractive vectors Φ(pi, t) and Ψ(pi, t), the
whole constructive vector F can be formulated as

F =


Φ, if D⊤

0 Φ ≥ 0 or Do > D0
in

Ψ, if D⊤
0 Φ < 0, Do < Din

vr
θΦ+(1−θ)Ψ

∥θΦ+(1−θ)Ψ∥ , else
.

(38)

Based on the constructive vector F in (38), the path plan-
ning algorithm is proposed as follows.

Algorithm 1 Path Planning Algorithm Based on
Constructive Vector Field F
Input: the global position pi of follower i, midline of the

road C, obstaclesOm,m ∈M, detective distance Ddet,
D0

in, Din

Output: a safe trajectory ηip without collision
1: define empty set ηip, and let p = pi;
2: whileOm ∩ (p

⊕
Ddet) ̸= ∅ do

3: calculate Φ,Ψ;
4: calculate F ;
5: calculate yaw angle and yaw rate ϕp, ϕ̇p;
6: store the state point in ηip;
7: p← p+ F ;
8: end while

In this paper, each follower vehicle i has two tasks, that is,
following the predecessor vehicle to maintain platoon for-
mation, and following the planned path to avoid collision if
there exist obstacles. However, there may well be a con-
flict between the trajectory from the predecessor vehicle and
the local planned path. To avoid abrupt transitions caused
by the conflict, a new trajectory is constructed by fusing the
trajectory from the predecessor vehicle i − 1 and the local
planned trajectory. Define the distances D0

on and Don satis-
fying D0

in ≤ Don < D0
on ≤ Ddet. The fusion coefficient is

defined as

βi =
Do(pi, t)−Don

D0
on −Don

. (39)

Then the fused reference trajectory given to lower-layer
controller is constructed as

ηriy(k|t) =


ηajy(k|t), Do > D0

on

ηip(k|t), Do < Don

βiη
a
iy + (1− βi)ηip, else

, (40)

where ηaiy(k|t) is constructed in the same way as (16)-(17).

3.4 Hierarchical Distributed MPC Design
We assume that the assumed output of leader is available.

Based on subsections 3.1- 3.3, the whole hierarchical control
architecture is summarized below.

Algorithm 2 Hierarchical Distributed MPC for
Longitudinal and Lateral Vehicle Platoon Control with
Collision Avoidance



Input: the platoon operating stably at t = 0 and no obsta-
cles detected at t = 0;

1: Initialization: ∀ follower i(i ∈ N+):
2: longitudinal assumed control input is set as ua

ix(·|t) = 0;
3: calculate longitudinal assumed output as (17);
4: the lateral output is set as ηaiy(·|t) = 0;
5: send ηaix(·|t), ηaiy(·|t) to follower i+ 1;
6: Iteration: ∀ follower i(i ∈ N+):
7: while t > 0 do
8: detect the environment and sample the state ξix(t)

and ξiy(t);
9: plan the trajectory by Algorithm 1;

10: construct reference trajectory with (40);
11: solve Problem 3.1 and Problem 3.3 with ξix(t),

ξiy(t) and obtain u∗
ix(·|t), u∗

iy(·|t);
12: construct assumed output ηaix(·|t+ 1), ηaiy(·|t+ 1);
13: send ηaix(·|t+ 1) and ηaiy(·|t+ 1) to follower i+ 1;
14: control follower i using u∗

ix(0|t), u∗
iy(0|t);

15: t← t+ 1;
16: end while

4 Simulation Results

The effectiveness of the proposed Algorithm 2 is demon-
strated by a numerical simulation. Consider a platoon with
a leader vehicle and 3 follower vehicles. Other simulation
parameters are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Parameters of the Follower Vehicles
Parameters Values Parameters Values

v0 10 ηT,i 0.85
dsafe 5 ∆t 0.1
d0 20 Np 21

τi 0.075 Gix

[
10 0
0 10

]
µi 0.015 Hix 1

mi 2500 Wi

[
10 0
0 10

]
Ii 5000 Giy

 20 0 0
0 8 0
0 0 22


Cif 20000 Hiy 1
Cir 20000 ρi 1600
lif 2.3 dmin 0.5
lir 2.1 Din 8
liw 1 D0

in 15
Ri 0.35 Don 40
D0

on 60

The leader is driving straightly on the middle line of the
road, that is Y0 = 0, and all followers are driving with eiy =
0.7m. Besides, there exists a rectangle obstacle on global
coordinate (23, 0). The obstacle’s length is 8m and its width
is 2m.

We use a path tracking algorithm to imitate the human-
driven leader vehicle. Fig. 3 shows the state trajectories of
the vehicles in platoon under the control of Algorithm 2. In
Fig. 3(b), the velocities are kept at about v0 when the fol-
lowers regulate steering angles and converge to v0 after the
regulation. In Fig. 3(c), the yaw angle of follower 2 varies
faster than the yaw angle of follower 1 but slower than the
yaw angle of follower 3 in the first 2s, which indicates that

(a) Position trajectories

(b) Velocities

(c) Yaw angles

(d) Longitudinal position errors

(e) Lateral position errors

(f) Distance from obstacle



(g) Distance from obstacle (enlarged)

Fig. 3: 2-dimensional scenario with obstacle and lateral po-
sition errors

our trajectory-fusion method gives a good transition. Fig.
3(a) shows the position trajectory of each vehicle. The fol-
lowers steer firstly to avoid the obstacle and finally they fol-
low the leader with no longitudinal position errors (see Fig.
3(d)) and no lateral position errors (see Fig. 3(e)). As shown
in Fig. 3(f)-3(g), the minimal distances from the obstacle
are always bigger than dmin, which indicates that our colli-
sion avoidance constraints keep working in the simulation.
Based on the results, the control objectives (12) and (13) are
achieved.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes a novel hierarchical distributed MPC
method for longitudinal and lateral control of the vehicle pla-
toon. The objective of each follower vehicle in the platoon
is to track the velocity, longitudinal position, yaw angle and
lateral position of the leader vehicle while keeping a safe
gap from the predecessor vehicle and circumambulating ob-
stacles on the road. The dynamics of each follower vehicle
is decoupled in longitudinal and lateral directions. If no ob-
stacle is detected, our controller is able to track the velocity
and lateral position of leader while keeping a constant inter-
vehicle distance in the platoon. If there exist some obstacles,
the followers will construct a feasible and smooth trajectory
to circumambulate the obstacles and converge to desired lat-
eral position finally. Based on strong duality theory, the col-
lision avoidance constraints can be reformulated to keep the
platoon safe and avoid collisions.
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